
ESA canine vest: necessary or 

not? 
 

 

 

The relationship between domestic animals and their owners is like no other. After a tough day of work, it is 

often your cat’s meow or your dog’s excitement that makes you forget your misery. For people suffering 
from mental illnesses, a pet's company can be helpful in quick recovery. However, many landlords disallow 

pets, which is problematic; or is it? 

What is an ESA 



An animal that serves to improve your mental health is called an emotional support animal or ESA. This can 
be a cat, dog, hamster, fish, or even a hedgehog. Your ESA can even accompany you in air travel if you 
have the necessary documentation. For that, you will need to contact licensed mental health caregivers. The 

difference between a regular pet and an ESA is a particular document. 

Procedure to get an ESA 

Get in touch with a licensed mental health professional either online or offline. If you are already seeking 

psychological help, consult your mental health caregiver. 

Ask the professional that you require an realesaletter for housing. 

Get diagnosed by the doctor after going through some tests and answering their questions. 

Receive the letter if the professional deems you fit. 

ESA accessories to check out 

Harness 

A harness consists of padding and straps that are worn by your ESA. Its purpose is to control their 
movement during walks. Instead of a collar for walks, a harness is better because it does not exert strain on 
your ESA’s trachea. Exercise with your dog to improve their physical health and your mental health 

simultaneously. 

Collar 

You can buy a comfortable collar for your ESA cat or dog because it has multiple benefits. Firstly, it can be 
attached to a leash and help your ESA walk. Additionally, you can attach a bell or GPS tracker to it. You can 

search online for aesthetic and cheap collars to get for your ESA. 

Vest 

A vest is one of the most significant ESA accessories that you can buy. In fact, it’s the first thing you should 
buy after receiving your real esa letter. There are 2 places that your ESA can go with you. The first is your 
apartment and you would never put a vest on your dog in your home. The second is any public place like a 

playground or road. The law does NOT require your ESA to wear a vest in a public place. 

Benefits of wearing a vest 

You do not have to make your ESA wear a vest by law. However, you should note that since they are not 
ordinary animals, they should stand out from the rest of the crowd. Wearing this vest can have countless 

benefits 

As mentioned earlier, a vest can help distinguish your dog or cat from other pets. If you are out for a casual 
walk with your ESA and they are playing around, you may lose track of them. With a vest, they are easy to 

identify at long distances. You can even write customized messages on the vest and label them ESAs. 

Additionally, it helps others know that this dog isn’t ordinary. When a stranger sees a lost ESA, they can 
read their identity vest to get in contact with the owner. If strangers see the ESA walking with you, they will 
know that you are suffering from a mental illness and will not bother you. Make sure to write ‘emotional 

support animal’ on the vest as most people are not aware of the abbreviation ‘ESA’. 

You can save time and avoid unnecessary interactions with a vest. Many mental illnesses become worse in 
social situations. When the public looks at an animal, they are bound to ask you questions about it. 

https://www.realesaletter.com/
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HOWEVER, this can all be avoided with a simple vest. After going through the details on your dog’s vest, the 

public is less likely to ask you intriguing questions and invade your private space. 

Which vest should you get? – Types vs Material 

Here are some famous vest types: 

Alpha dog vest with harness (for dogs only) 

Ordinary (sometimes called regular) cape vest 

Tiny cape vest (suitable for tiny dogs and cats) 

Reflective Harness 

Here are some common Vest materials: 

Cotton vest 

Backpack vest 

Mesh dog vest (for dogs only) 

A trial-and-error method can help you identify the best vest for your cuddly companion. If money isn’t a 
very big issue, it is recommended that you buy around 3 vests and utilize them all. The one your dog 
inclines towards is the vest you will stick with. Please remember that the law does not require your dog to 

wear a vest – it is simply for your ease.  

What to do with all this knowledge? 

You have mainly learned 2 new things after reading this blog. Firstly, you now know that dog vests are not 
necessary by law. Secondly, you learned that there are countless benefits of buying dog vests. Now you 

must immediately get in touch with a licensed mental health caregiver and ask them to draft an ESA 

Letter for you. As soon as this letter arrives, you should take your animal’s measurements and get a vest. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, an ESA does not need to wear a vest according to law. However, getting a vest can be 
beneficial for you. A list of different vests has been provided and a little research could help you select one. 

If you do not own an ESA, get a letter from a professional immediately.  

More Resources: 

Things every Parent must know before getting an ESA for their Child 

What is the Fair Housing Act for ESAs? 

How old does an ESA dog has to be? 

5 best hypoallergenic dog breeds for ESA ownership 

Want to get an ESA? everything you need to know 
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https://wordhtml.com/www.writeabout.com/ideas/10405811-things-every-parent-must-know-before-getting-an-esa-for-their-child/
https://naijacontacts.com/classifieds/view/9510/what-is-the-fair-housing-act-for-esas
https://wordhtml.com/experiment.com/users/jesseaustin
https://www.makeupalley.com/account/user/notepad/floramurphy
https://www.esurveyspro.com/Survey.aspx?id=f2443f87-9ae9-4496-bfc5-19d2a2d4975f

